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Step into the lush, sensual world of the Vikings with Shieldmaidenâ€™s Revenge (Viking Lore, Book

2):Madrena burns hot for revenge against the man who attacked her village and shattered her life

five years ago. When a dark-haired stranger named RÃºnin washes ashore in her village, he

promises to be her guide in exchange for his freedom. Though RÃºnin knows the man Madrena

seeks, his life depends on keeping her at a distance, lest her sharp gray eyes discover the secret he

must protect at all costs. Despite the danger, Madrena risks trusting RÃºnin. The two travel deep

into the Northland wilds, only to be entangled in a world of secrets and peril. Even as they resist the

heat that crackles between them, the fires of desire rival those for vengeance. But when

Madrenaâ€™s plans are threatened, will the fierce shieldmaiden choose love over war? And can

RÃºnin save them both from their pasts?
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This is book two of Viking Lore series and it is magnificent! Well who doesnt love a warrior women

who is tough as nails. A sexy secretive outlaw heroe who thinks the heroine is Freyja at first glance!

I read the first book of this series "Enthralled" met Madriana and her twin brother Alarec. He is the

hero in book #3, Desire's Hostage. Just have your hankies ready for this one: had me sobbing

throughout the book! That is actually is a good thing if I get that emotional over a story as Emma



Prince is one grand extraordinary storyteller!807 A.D.Five years prior Madrena was brutally attacked

in a raid has been dreaming of the day she can get revenge on her enemies! That attack took

something precious from her which forever altered her and made her the strong shieldmaiden she

became! The sole reason she became a trained woman warrior and shieldmaiden. So no man could

ever hurt her ever again!A man RÃºnin is shipwrecked and promises to help her find her enemy in

exchange for his freedom. When he realizes who she is looking for he knows he must keep it from

her if he values his life. As RÃºnin is running from his own demons and nightmares as something

happened to him fourteen years prior that changed him forever! They both go on a treacherous

journey and confront their demons of the past, but when things don't go as planned for Madrena will

RÃºnin be able to save them both in time?As the attraction and love starts to grow will these two

even be able to put their demons aside and forgive and forget and move forward? Will RÃºnin ever

confess the truth about what he has been hiding? How will this betrayal effect Madrena? Will she

forgive and forget and move on? Or shall she be broken hearted and only see red wanting blood?
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